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Measurement of energetic spectra of ordinary clinical, technical, metrological and other 
similar x ray beams using semiconductor detectors meets two types of difficulties. First is the 
detection of high photon count rates of the X ray beams compared to the detector abilities. 
To reduce the photon counting rate on the detection system to an acceptable level a 
tungsten collimator disk, 2 mm thick with a hundreds of   m diameter circular hole placed in 
front of the detector in a precise geometrical orientation with respect to the X ray source must 
be used. The second type of difficultiesare spectra distortionsdue to (i) random summing, ii) 
escape effects, iii) carrier trapping, iv) Compton scattering, v) low detection efficiency), 
making the measured energetic spectra different from the physical energetic spectra. On the 
contrary to the common spectrometric tasks where the line spectra are in question, in case of 
xray spectrait is necessary to take into account its dominant continuous component, the 
bremsstrahlung, in its following mathematical processing. 

X ray spectra were measured using aCdTe XR-100T detector (Amptek).  

Spectra of N series were measured (according to ISO 4037-1:1996): from N60 to N150  for 
anode voltageof the tube 60-150 kV, realised by x ray tubeIsovolt Titan in dosimetric 
laboratory SÚRO, v.v.i..Two sets of spectra were measured–first without  using the tungsten  
collimator kit of the spectrometer, in a distance of 7 m from x ray tube and low tube current 
andsecond using a tungsten collimator kit measured in a distance 1m from x ray tube focus 
and low tube current.   

Elimination of random coincidences was achievedby reduction of counting rates on the 
detection system. 

Further artefacts in measured spectra were compensated using an analytic response matrix.  
Response matrix was computed and subsequently applied in a program made in MATLAB.  

We demonstrate a function of response matrix on both model physical spectra and measured 
spectra.   

In consequence of mainly continuous character of measured spectra more parameters are 
needed for its description compared to the line spectra. Therefore we came up with 
additional parameters for characterization and mutual comparison of x ray spectra.  
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